MURADS are as different from ordinary cigarettes as morning is from midnight.

If you want to economize you'd better do it in some other way than by smoking cheap cigarettes.

The trilling additional cost of Murads will bring instant returns in Quality than any investment you ever made.

Because Murads are

1925 PURE TURKISH—THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS TOBACCO FOR CIGARETTES.

Judge for yourself—!

TUFTS PROVES EASY VICTIM IN HOCKEY
Institute Sextet of Pack Skaters Trips Medford Aggregation 4-2, In Season's Opener

MACNEILL GETS THREE GOALS
Technology's hockey team opened its season with a 6-2 victory over the Tufts sextet, Friday night at the Ice Pavilion in the Tech Block. It was the first appearance of an Institute hockey team since 1896, after which season the sport was dropped here, and Friday night's success was expected well for a big season on the ice.

The score of the game does not clearly indicate the superiority of the Institute skaters. They were an offensive throughout the entire ninety minutes of play. In fact, it was too much effective work that gave Kerlins or Tufts on two occasions, the oppor-


tunity to tie away with the puck and score goals.

Both teams of the Medford col-

legiates wereglished in by the coverages in the second half, but both sides came in the same way, Tech's defense man Charles Archibald into the center of the rink and Kerlins protected the puck and won the point. Kerlins took the point and the goal, and Archibald. The In-

stitute goalie got a game and a good one on each occasion, but the Tufts sextet was won.

Davis Scores Early
Technology opened the first period directly after the start of the game when Les Davis, center, took the rubber down the side of the right and sent Archibald with the puck up the right side of the rink where Tufts goalie made a great stop on a shot from Kerlins. After this, Kerlins got his two goals and the score in the middle of the second half, and it looked as though the teams would have to battle for another "red hot period", but MacNeill got the better offense in the last minutes of play and that a goal in 11 minutes, 31 seconds. Then, on top of that, it was shown in another one for good measures, preventing the puck through the entire period of play, playing great defense, on the second half of the game. Kerlins did not score in this period several of them difficult ones. This period added to the earlier one for a total score of 6 for the Tufts sextet and 2 for the Tufts sextet, which is after 14 minutes, 32 seconds. This was the only score of the game, however, with the third on Tufts for another goal, and the other one for Kerlins on Tufts for the third and final score of the game.
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WRIGLEYS
For mother, father, the boys and girls. It's the sweet for all ages—at work or play.

When you're nervous or tired, see how it refreshes!

The Flavor Lasts

WRIGLEYS DOUBLEMINT SPEARMINT
SEALED TIGHT—KEEP RIGHT

FINE TOOL ALLOY MACHINERY STEELS
THE QUALITY MACHINE

HAWK RIDGE BROTHERS
363 Congress St.
Boston, Mass.

BACK BAY NATIONAL BANK
102 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.
All Accounts Receive Personal Interest Savings Accounts Receive In Addition
4 1/2 Per

DRESS CLOTHES
For Hire

Dress Coats
Waist Coats
Princess Silks
Suits

FINE STATIONERY ENGRAVING AND PRINTING, WIREBONG, FRATERNITY INITIATIONS, RECEIPT & FUNDING CARDS
STUDENTS SUPPLIES
AND LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
57-61 Franklin St.